Picture A Story
“Celebrating the power of pictures.”

Create a comic - organise a competition (KS2, KS3)

Draw a story board for a short story or mini comic

Arrange for an Illustrator or comic creator to give a talk or a workshop

Follow the FCBG NSSM Blog tour

Visit an art gallery or a museum

Choose a picture as the starting point for a story

Compare old and modern pictures and discuss how they tell stories in different ways

Illustrated books for older readers

Younger picture books

Poetry

Explore pictures with poems and poems as pictures

Use Julia Donaldson and Rebecca Cobb’s *The Everywhere Bear* as stimulus for a competition for the best drawing of a teddy bear (especially Fed Ted) in an unusual place. (KS1&2)

Get involved in CBA shortlist testing and design an alternative book jacket for one of the books.

Explore comics and graphic novels

Share picture books!